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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1. A hybrid planning application by Weston Homes and Columbia Threadneedle, to comprehensively redevelop 

Anglia Square, Norwich (the Site), (LPA ref: 18/00330/F), was submitted to Norwich City Council on 2nd March 

2018. The application comprised a full set of technical documents to assess the potential impacts of the 

proposals, including an EIA which covered a number of topics. Please refer to the original application 

documents for further details. 

1.1.2. Following submission of the application, and the statutory consultation exercise, the applicant has worked 

closely with the Council to review the consultation responses received from the local community, statutory 

consultees and other key stakeholders, and to identify an appropriate response where considered necessary. 

As a result of ongoing discussions with Norwich City Council, (NCiC), a number of changes to the originally 

submitted scheme are now proposed, including the reduction in height of the proposed marker building by 5 

storeys; amendments to the elevation design of Block A; the inclusion of public conveniences in Block 

A, resultant amendments to the proposed dwelling mix between the outline and detailed phases; a reduction in 

residential parking provision, changes to the landscape strategy; additional highways improvements; and 

greater flexibility for B1 use within the proposed commercial floorspace. The application continues to seek 

consent for up to 1,250 dwellings. These changes comprise the Amended Scheme submitted in August 2018. 

1.1.3. This Transport Assessment Addendum (TAA) provides an update to the March 2018 Transport Assessment, 

(TA), which comprised one of the original technical documents. The TAA sets out where necessary a 

response to the relevant comments received on the originally submitted application proposals, and describes 

and considers the implications of the changes to the scheme now proposed. It should be noted that where 

relevant, this document also refers to any updates to national planning policy as set out within the recently 

published revised National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018). 

1.1.4. The Amended Scheme proposals include a reduction in height of the proposed marker building (Block E) from 

25 to 20 storeys, a reduction from 5 to 4 storeys of part of Block D, and amendments to the mix of units in 

Blocks E and J. These changes result in 25 fewer flats in the detailed/outline illustrative scheme. However, the 

Amended Scheme application and therefore the Transport Assessment are still based on a proposal for “up to 

1250 dwellings”. There is also a reduction of 10 in the maximum number of residential parking spaces from 

950 to 940. This reduction is considered to result in a very modest fall in trip generation, and therefore the TA 

modelling has not been re-run, but the results are therefore more robust. The changes also include the 

comprehensive redesign of the road layout of Edward Street along the northern boundary of Block A, the 

introduction of a shared pedestrian/cycle path along Pitt Street as an alternative north-south route to the new 

route through the scheme, and a commitment to enhance the existing shared pedestrian/cycle route along 

Edward Street north of the Site. 

1.1.5. Drawings showing the Amended Scheme and the Edward Street enhancements are included within the 

Appendices of this report.  

1.1.6. The Amended Scheme has also increased the number of Electric Vehicle (EV) charging points in the 

residential car parks to 5% of spaces, with provision for an additional 5% in the future. 
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2 PLANNING POLICY  

2.1 UPDATED NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK (MINISTRY OF 
HOUSING, COMMUNITIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT), 2018 

2.1.1. Following submission of the original planning application in March 2018, the Government has since published 

its updated National Planning Policy Framework1 (NPPF) on 24th July 2018. The updated version of the 

document includes additional policies and provides further updates and clarification to certain policies. In 

addition, the updated NPPF includes different paragraph numbers to the 2012 version. 

2.1.2. The principles of the guidance still place an emphasis on supporting sustainable development, where 

environmental conditions should be considered alongside economic and social matters. The NPPF 2018 still 

sets out a chapter on promoting sustainable transport, however this is now Chapter 9 of the document. 

2.1.3. With reference to transport, a summary of the policy amendments to the document include the following; 

� The NPPF 2012 policies which detail the assessment of the transport impact of proposals have been 
amended to give reference to highway safety as well as capacity and congestion.  

� Further clarification is provided within the NPPF 2018 on the ways in which transport should be considered 
as part of the planning process, from the earliest stages of plan-making up to the development proposals.  

� In setting parking standards, the NPPF 2018 policies set out that consideration should be given to 
provision of spaces for charging plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles.  

� A new policy has been included in the NPPF 2018 indicating that maximum parking standards for 
residential and non-residential development should only be set where there is a clear and compelling 
justification that they are necessary for managing the local road network, or for optimising the density of 
development in city, and town centres or other locations that are well served by public transport.  

2.1.4. The TA previously submitted in support of the redevelopment of Anglia Square reviewed and considered 

highway safety as well as the existing and forecast capacity on links and junctions in vicinity of the Site. The 

assessment also included a comprehensive review of parking standards and guidance, in order to inform the 

parking strategy. This included the provision of parking spaces for electric vehicles, which as noted in the 

Introduction, are now proposed to be increased in number at specific locations throughout the development. 

2.1.5. Having reviewed the updated NPPF 2018, we consider that the methodology used in the evolution of the 

scheme for its original application version, and the increase in EV charging facilities now proposed in the 

Amended Scheme version, are in conformity with the NPPF 2018. Furthermore, the NPPF 2018 policies do 

not have a material impact on the assessment of the proposed development in either its Amended Scheme 

form or the conclusions as set out within the TA submitted in support of the original application. 

                                                      
 

 

1 National Planning Policy Framework, Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, 24th July 2018 
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3 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT  

3.1.1. Detailed below is the description of the development previously submitted as part of the Anglia Square 

submission (Norwich City Council planning reference 18/00330/F);  

� Hybrid (part full/part outline) application on site of 4.51 ha for demolition and clearance of all buildings and 
structures except Gildengate House and the phased, comprehensive redevelopment of the site with 7 
buildings and refurbished Gildengate House for a maximum of; 

� Residential units (C3): up to 1,250 no; 
� Hotel (C1): 11,350sqm GEA; 
� Flexible ground floor commercial floorspace (A1/A2/A3/A4/D1/Sui Generis bookmakers or nail bars 

550sqm): 9,850sqm GEA; 
� Additional flexible ground floor commercial floorspace (A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1): 1,150m2 GEA 
� Cinema (D2): 3,400 m2 GEA; 
� Place of Worship (D1): 1,300 m2 GEA; 
� Multi-storey car park: 600 public parking spaces and 24 motor cycle spaces (with additional private spaces 

for C3); 
� Service Yards, cycle and refuse stores and ancillary space; 
� Maximum of 950 car parking spaces for use classes C1/C3/B1/D1 (of which maximum of 40 spaces for 

C1/B1/D1). 

3.1.2. In consideration of the formal comments made during the consultation process and subsequent discussions 

with Norwich City Council (NCiC), a summary of the revised development description is detailed below: 

� Hybrid (part full/part outline) application on site of 4.51 ha for demolition and clearance of all buildings and 
structures except Gildengate House and the phased, comprehensive redevelopment of the site with 7 
buildings and refurbished Gildengate House for a maximum of; 

� Residential units (C3): up to 1,250 no; 
� Hotel (C1): 11,350sqm GEA; 
� Flexible ground floor retail,services,food and drink,office,non-residential institution and other floorsapce 

(A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1/Sui Generis (bookmakers and/or nail bars 550sqm) and public conveniences): 
9,850sqm GEA; 

� Additional flexible ground floor commercial floorspace (A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1): 1,150m2 GEA 
� Cinema (D2): 3,400 m2 GEA; 
� Place of Worship (D1): 1,300 m2 GEA; 
� Multi-storey car park: 600 public parking spaces and 24 motor cycle spaces (with additional private spaces 

for C3); 
� Service Yards, cycle, refuse stores, plant rooms and ancillary space; 
� Maximum of 940 car parking spaces for use classes C1/C3/B1/D1 (of which maximum of 40 spaces for 

C1/B1/D1). 

3.1.3. The Amended Scheme proposals include a reduction in height of the proposed marker building (Block E) from 

25 to 20 storeys, reduction in part of Block D from 5 to 4 storeys and changes to the mix of dwellings in Blocks 

E and J. However, as per the description of the Amended Scheme, the assessment is still based on “up to 

1250 dwellings”. The reduction in residential parking provision by 10 spaces is to correctly align the figure 

quoted with the stated provision of 75% of private / shared ownership units, along with the affordable 

wheelchair accessible flats and the social rented houses, and to correspond with the drawings. 

3.1.4. The main change in the development description is the inclusion of the potential for B1 office use within the 

flexible ground floor units. This was added following discussions with NCiC to provide further flexibility for the 

Lifestyle Retail and Leisure Quarter elements of the ground floor commercial floorspace on St George’s Street 

within Blocks E, F, G and H of the outline element of the proposed development.  

3.1.5. The Retail Strategy Report (Revision A) indicates that between 3 to 6 units (of circa 100 to 1,000 sqm each) 

could be Lifestyle Retail units and that between 6 to 8 units (of circa 100 to 1,000 sqm each) could form the 

Leisure Quarter, but it is not anticipated that they would all be used for B1 purposes. 
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3.1.6. The B1 use would be complementary and ancillary to the other uses and would typically take the form of office 

space for the creative industries or the technology sector, based within the retail units and would therefore not 

change the potential trip generation for these units. Overall the assessment of the potential trip generation of 

the proposed development undertaken within the TA, previously submitted in support of the redevelopment of 

Anglia Square (NCiC planning reference 18/00330/F) is still deemed to be the most appropriate potential trip 

generation figure for the Amended Scheme. Accordingly, no further assessment or junction modelling is 

required.  

3.2 NCOC AND NCIC HIGHWAY RESPONSES 

3.2.1. Following comments received during the statutory consultation, and subsequent to the discussions with NCiC 

and Norfolk County Council (NCoC), additional improvements to the surrounding highways have also been 

included within the proposals. The comments received from NCiC and NCoC are detailed below along with the 

changes and improvements to the Amended Scheme to accommodate the issues raised.  

Edward Street 

3.2.2. Comments from NCiC included a request to include a service layby along the Edward Street site frontage and 

improvements to the Car Club bays to prevent any impact on the two-way movement of traffic and buses on 

Edward Street, to ensure that a 6m carriageway is maintained. In addition, NCiC indicated that the vehicular 

entrance to the multi-story car park is excessively wide and would be unnecessary, NCiC also requested that 

the kerb radii at the Edward Street / New Botolph Street junction be tightened to reduce vehicle speeds of 

traffic entering Edward Street. 

3.2.3. The Amended Scheme includes several improvements to the proposed layout of Edward Street. Those 

improvements have been made to accommodate loading laybys and layby parking spaces for car club 

vehicles outside the 6m carriageway. It is also proposed to reduce the width of the vehicular entrance to the 

proposed multi storey car park to improve pedestrian movements on the footway across the entrance and 

include a raised table at this location on Edward Street to control vehicle speed and improve pedestrian 

amenity. 

3.2.4. A tightening of the kerb radii at the Edward Street / New Botolph Street junction has also been made. This 

would assist in controlling vehicle speeds and would further improve the proposed pedestrian crossing facility 

at this location across Edward Street, which has been widened to separate cyclists from pedestrians. 

3.2.5. The proposed amendments to Edward Street are detailed within drawing number 1072878-D15/16-003-TP, 

included in Appendix A of this TAA.   

Edward Street / Esdelle Street ‘Yellow Pedalway’ 

3.2.6. Following discussions with NCoC and NCiC a 3m wide shared cycleway/footway was requested from the 

proposed Edward Street crossing along Edward Street up to the Esdelle Street junction improvements. This is 

to provide additional width to the route and provide appropriate landscaping. NCoC indicated a desire to have 

this implemented early in the development programme. 

3.2.7. Following discussions with NCiC and NCoC, widening of the ‘Yellow Pedalway’ north of the application 

boundary on Edward Street to the Esdelle Street junction works is now proposed in the Amended Scheme and 

would provide additional width to improve the quality of the ‘shared-use’ facility. The width of the Edward 

Street footway would be widened to 3m where possible apart from one pinch point where the width reduces to 

2.6m. This enhanced route would tie into the signalised cycle-only crossing scheme across Magpie Road that 

is expected to be constructed by Norfolk County Council towards the end of 2018.   

3.2.8. The drawing (drawing number 1072878-D26-001-TP) included within Appendix B of this TAA details the 

improvements to the Yellow Pedalway on this section of Edward Street as far as the NCiC works at Esdelle 

Street, which are proposed to be secured as part of a s106 agreement. 
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Pitt Street and Cycle Connections through the proposed Scheme 

3.2.9. NCiC requested that the Pitt Street pavement be suitable for cyclists to remove them from the carriageway. A 

3m shared cycleway/footway was indicated to be preferred by NCiC, subject to the provision of the servicing 

laybys and the landscaping on Pitt Street.   

3.2.10. In relation to cycle routes through the scheme, NCiC requested that a more obvious cycle route should be 

provided through the site and should connect to an improved Edward Street crossing facility to the north and 

the new St Crispins surface level crossing to the south, in order to tie into the ‘Yellow Pedalway’. A plan 

showing cycle access and routes north to south and also east to west through the scheme was also requested 

by NCiC. 

3.2.11. Following discussions with NCiC and NCoC, a 3m wide shared use pedestrian/cycle route running in a north-

south direction along the eastern side of Pitt Street has been included in the Amended Scheme, which will be 

secured as part of a s106 agreement. The width of New Botolph Street / Pitt Street pavement has been 

increased to 3m where possible except for one pinch point where the footway width is 2.5m wide and two 

pinch points which are 2.4m wide (although these pinch points would only exist when vehicles occupy the 

loading bays). This would create a shared pedestrian / cycle route as an alternative to avoid St George’s 

Square, for example when it is busy with pedestrians; 

3.2.12. Changes to the alignment for cyclists on St George’s Street through the proposed scheme have also been 

made to address the objection by NCiC that there was excessive deflection to slow cyclists. The shared use 

pedestrian/cycle route proposed on Pitt Street and the indicative cycle routes through scheme are detailed in 

drawing 1072878-D27-001-TP included within Appendix C of this TAA. In addition, to reflect comments from 

the NCiC Landscape Officer, the east-west cycle route along Botolph Street and through Anglia Square has 

been smoothed, and made more apparent within the square via paving patterns. This is shown in the 

Landscape Strategy Addendum. 

3.2.13. Overall, the cycle routes and crossings that were included in the original application, when combined with the 

changes and additions proposed in the Amended Scheme, will ensure that the Anglia Square development is 

seamlessly integrated into the cycle route network connecting the City Centre with various parts of north 

Norwich, and will significantly enhance the quality of the routes through and connecting to the Site, where this 

is needed at present. This will encourage more trips by bicycle, by the existing north Norwich community and 

the residents of Anglia Square. The drawing contained in Appendix D highlights how the proposed cycle 

routes and crossings would integrate with and complement the existing cycle routes in vicinity of the Site. 

Electric Vehicle Charging Points 

3.2.14. The NCiC Highways Officer requested an increase in the number of Electric Vehicle (EV) charging points to 

achieve 5% of the residential spaces for flats, with scope to double this in the future and 100% of the spaces 

for the houses. The Amended Scheme proposes to achieve the level of EV charging points requested. This 

results in the following provision; 

� Block A - 17 spaces with scope to increase to 34 in total 
� Block C - 10 spaces (9 of which for 9 houses), with scope to increase to 11 spaces in total 
� Blocks E, F and G -  30 spaces with scope to increase to 60 total 

3.2.15. Initially there would be 57 spaces, with scope for a total of 105 spaces. However, it is stressed that residential 

parking provision being sought is for a maximum of 940 spaces, which may be reduced following monitoring of 

the potential demand in each phase. Accordingly, should the total number of spaces be reduced, the number 

of EV charging spaces could also be reduced proportionally, unless the monitoring process indicated that 

demand for such spaces is actually greater, in which case a planning condition or s.106 obligation may require 

later phases to address such proven demand. It is also relevant that within these parking structures, it would 

be feasible for the management company to extend the provision of EV charging spaces should residents 

agree to fund additional provision. 
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3.3 RESPONSES TO OTHER CONSULTATION COMMENTS WHICH RELATE 
TO TRANSPORT MATTERS 

3.3.1. A number of other consultees submitted comments to NCiC in respect of the hybrid planning application 

during the consultation period, which included comments relating to transport matters. Some of these points 

are addressed by the changes in the Amended Scheme which were requested by NCiC and NCoC. Other 

points raise issues that require a detailed response also. A Note has therefore been prepared to address 

“Responses to Consultation Comments which relate to Transport Matters” and is included at Appendix E to 

this TAA. 
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4 MITIGATION AND RESIDUAL IMPACTS  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

4.1.1. As set out within the TA2 previously submitted in support of the hybrid planning application for the 

redevelopment of Anglia Square (NCiC planning reference 18/00330/F), a significant amount of highway 

works have been completed that were linked to the previous consented development (NCiC planning 

reference 08/00974/F) although the development itself was never brought forward and built. A brief summary 

of the works undertaken as part of the previous consent (NCiC planning reference 08/00974/F) are detailed 

again below; 

� New link road connecting Edward St with Pitt St / St Augustine’s St (New Botolph Street); 
� Works to deliver improved traffic circulation (‘one way system’) around Edward Street, St Augustine’s 

Street, Magpie Road area (St Augustine’s gyratory); 
� Works to remove ‘on-street’ parking to off street parking; 
� New signalised pedestrian / cycle crossing on Pitt Street; 
� New signalised pedestrian / cycle crossing over new link road (New Botolph Street); 
� New cycle route along Pitt Street and new link road connecting to new cycle route along Edward Street. 

4.1.2. In addition, the following works are now underway/funded, to further enhance trips by bicycle and on foot; 

� Replacement of St Crispin’s Road underpass by at-grade crossing separating cyclists and pedestrians; 
� New crossing arrangement at Edward Street/Esdelle Street to assist cyclists on Yellow Pedalway and 

pedestrians; 

4.1.3. The TA previously submitted demonstrated the following points which are all still valid for the Amended 

Scheme development proposals detailed within this TAA; 

� The development proposals generate significantly less traffic in the peak periods than the previously 
(partially implemented) consented development (NCiC planning reference 08/00974/F); 

� The proposed development would not have a detrimental impact on the operation of the surrounding 
highway network in the forecast future year of operation in 2028. 

4.1.4. Given the level of anticipated impact of the full development, it is deemed that additional financial contributions 

are not required under s106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to render the Amended Scheme 

acceptable in terms of highway impact, other than in respect of subsidising the introduction of a car club at the 

Site. In addition, section 7 of the TA and section 3.2 of this TAA set out a number of physical works that are all 

proposed and included as appropriate mitigation, as part of a future obligation should planning permission be 

granted. These are; 

� Provision of laybys on Edward Street for car club vehicles, taxis and residential servicing; 
� Raised table on Edward Street at the entrance to the proposed multi storey car park to slow traffic; 
� Raised pedestrian and cycle crossing on Edward Street to align St George’s Street with the Yellow 

Pedalway; 
� Alteration to Edward Street/New Botolph Street junction to slow traffic; 
� Increase in width of Edward Street pavement to 3m where possible (one pinch point to 2.6m) to enhance 

existing shared pedestrian/cycle route on Yellow Pedalway; 
� Increase in width of New Botolph Street / Pitt Street pavement to 3m where possible (1 pinch point to 2.5m 

and two pinch points to 2.4m but these pinch points would only exist when vehicles occupy the loading 
bays), to create a shared pedestrian / cycle route as an alternative to avoid St George’s Square; 

� Clear cycle route in north-south and east-west directions through the development, now avoiding 
excessive deflection; 

� Wider pavement on Magdalen Street on eastern boundary of Site; 

                                                      
 

 

2 Transport Assessment Anglia Square Norwich v06a, WSP, March 2018 
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� New bus layby on Magdalen Street south of flyover, to assist through-flow of traffic. 

 

4.2 RESIDUAL IMPACTS 

4.2.1. In view of the mitigation set out in Section 7 of the TA and section 3.2 of the TAA, the Amended Scheme 

development will not create any significant residual impacts. As a consequence, the residual cumulative 

impact of the proposed development is acceptable within the context of paragraph 109 of the updated NPPF 

2018. Therefore, planning permission for the proposed development should not be refused on either transport, 

traffic or highway grounds. 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1.1. This Transport Assessment Addendum(TAA) provides an update to the March 2018 Transport Assessment3, 

which was submitted in support of a hybrid planning application submitted by Weston Homes Plc and 

Columbia Threadneedle for the redevelopment of Anglia Square in Norwich (Norwich City Council planning 

reference 18/00330/F). Further to the comments made through the statutory consultation on that application, 

there have been a number of changes to the scheme to address these comments, referred to as the Amended 

Scheme, which is being submitted with supporting documentation in August 2018.  

5.1.2. The changes forming the Anglia Square Amended Scheme as detailed in this Transport Assessment 

Addendum, do not affect the conclusions detailed within the March 2018 TA, because the modelling reflects 

the maximum number of dwellings (1250) included within, the original hybrid application. This maximum 

remains the same, even though the number of units illustrated on the application drawings has reduced by 25 

to 1209. The slight decrease in the proposed maximum number of residential parking spaces from 950 to 940 

further ensures that the trip-generation forecasting and traffic flow modelling (which have not been re-run), are 

robust. 

5.1.3. The increase in provision of EV charging points for the residential spaces (with the possibility of additional 

provision should this be proven to be needed via monitoring the demand of each development phase), 

together with the cycle network enhancement now proposed, will make a significant contribution towards 

providing a range of travel options to influence the behaviour of future residents. 

5.1.4. Overall, the proposed development is in a sustainable location and accords with the NPPF 2018. As such, 

there are no remaining transport, traffic or highway related reasons to withhold the grant of planning 

permission.   

 

                                                      
 

 

3 Transport Assessment Anglia Square Norwich v06a, WSP, March 2018 
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Appendix B 
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE YELLOW 
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Appendix C 
SHARED USE PEDESTRIAN/CYCLE 

ROUTE PROPOSED ON PITT STREET 
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EXISTING AND PROPOSED CYCLE 
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ANGLIA SQUARE (APPLICATION REF 18/00330/F) 

 

RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION COMMENTS IN RESPECT OF 
TRANSPORT MATTERS  

14/08/2018 

Norwich Society 

PARKING  

1. We do not understand why the parking provision is so high at three spaces for every four dwellings. As a city 

centre scheme with good public transport and close to amenities, we would suggest that this is reduced to 

50%.  

As explained in Section 4.5 of the Transport Assessment (TA), the level of parking proposed complies with 

both Norfolk County Council (NCoC) standards, as detailed within Table 7 and Norwich City Council (NCiC) 

standards as detailed within Table 8, and is also commensurate with the locational characteristics of the 

development and current market demands. 

This level of provision is also commensurate with the levels of parking consented for other developments in 

similar locations in Norwich (TA, Table 9). However, as explained in the Planning Statement at paragraph 

4.57, the proposed level of parking is a maximum, which will be reduced as a percentage of dwelling numbers 

in later phases of the development if monitoring of the sale of spaces in Phase 1 demonstrates that there is a 

lower level of demand. The applicant would support this being controlled by an obligation in the Section 106 

Agreement  

The Amended Scheme also provides for an off-street layby for 5 cars of the proposed 7 vehicle car club and 

further enhancements to the local cycle network, as incentives to residents of the scheme to not own a car. 

These measures may therefore directly influence a lower parking ratio in Phases 2 – 4 of the development. 

2. If tackling air pollution is a priority, then providing just three electric charging points for the 600 public parking 

spaces and only seven for the 365 residential spaces is grossly inadequate, especially in view of the likely 

rapid switch in the next decade to electric vehicles and the eventual phasing out of diesel and petrol. The 

explanation at the public consultation session was that every bay in the residential parking area would have 

ducting to enable charging points to be installed later when residents request this, which begs the question of 

who then pays and why go for piecemeal installation which would be much more costly than installing more in 

the first place.  

Following review of the consultation responses and discussions with NCiC the number of Electric Vehicle (EV) 

charging points has been increased in the proposed Amended Scheme to achieve 5% of the residential 

spaces for flats, with scope to double this in the future, and 100% of the spaces for the houses from the start.  

Thus the Amended Scheme proposes to achieve the level of EV charging points requested by NCiC based on 

its own expectations of need. This results in the following provision; 

- Block A - 17 spaces with scope to increase to 34 in total; 

- Block C - 10 spaces (9 of which for 9 houses), with scope to increase to 11 spaces in total; 

- Blocks E, F and G - 30 spaces with scope to increase to 60 total. 

http://www.wsp.com/
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Thus initially 57 spaces, with scope for 105 spaces in total in the future would have access to an EV charging 

point. To expand on the explanation in the TA, the Section 106 Agreement would include the review of 

demand for electric charging parking spaces as part of the monitoring of the take up of parking spaces as the 

development is progressively constructed and occupied by phase, to ensure the required number of electric 

charging parking spaces are accommodated to meet demand and uptake (TA, para 4.5.21). Should there be a 

proven need for additional charging points in earlier phases, in the future, this can be organised by the 

Management Company, to share the cost equitably between users. This would be no different from a 

householder elsewhere installing their own charging point on acquiring an electric vehicle.  

In respect of the public car park, this will be operated as a commercial concern, and it will no doubt be in the 

commercial interest of the operator to ensure an appropriate number of charging points are provided, by 

installing them itself as demand requires. 

These measures will future-proof the scheme by having scope for further provision, without imposing 

excessive costs on the construction through 100% provision before an even greater level of need is proven.  

3. The developers also say that they aim to reduce car use by, for example, encouraging home delivery of 

groceries. But this is rather undermined by very little thought having been given as to where vehicles 

delivering these will park: most of the available parking spaces for deliveries are some way from the 

residential areas.  

Taking into account the comments made during the consultation process and subsequent discussions with 

NCiC and NCoC, improvements to the proposed layout of Edward Street have been made to accommodate 

additional servicing laybys along Edward Street within the proposed Amended Scheme. In addition to the 

servicing laybys that are also proposed on Pitt Street (which were detailed within the Transport Assessment), 

and the service yards which have room for delivery vehicles to stop, this will ensure adequate provision of 

spaces for delivery vehicles around the site for the residential aspect of the scheme. In addition, a significant 

and growing element of home deliveries takes the form of pre-ordered meals brought on bicycle, for which 

ample visitor spaces are located within the scheme. 

PEDESTRIAN & CYCLE MOVEMENT  

4. In the Design and Access Statement the visualisations do not indicate defined pedestrian or cycle routes but 

rather a series of squares with no clear routes through them. The Transport Assessment refers to cycle routes 

but gives no detail of the nature of the routes. Suitable routes need to be defined and provided as part of the 

proposals. The cycling proposals appear to meet the guidance requirements, as do the proposals for 

pedestrian movements. It also appears to be the case that following removal of the pedestrian underpass that 

walking along Magdalen Street under the flyover will remain the quickest and most pleasant way of crossing 

the ring road between the Anglia Square site and the area of Colegate.  

Proposed pedestrian and cycle access to the development would be from St Crispin’s Road, New Botolph 

Street, Edward St and Magdalen Street and will provide high quality pedestrian/cycle routes through the 

development north/south and east/west. There is a balance to be struck between creating uninterrupted, fast 

cycle routes, and ensuring that pedestrians are not put at a disadvantage. The original proposals have now 

been adjusted in the Amended Scheme to assist cyclists further, but not at the expense of pedestrians’ safety 

To recap, the proposed St George’s Street would extend through the development and be a shared surface 

for pedestrians, cyclists and a minimal amount of service vehicles, whilst an east/west shared route is to be 

introduced from St Augustine’s Street to Magdalen Street through Anglia Square.  

Enhanced cycle and pedestrian crossings will assist in providing connections through the Site and create high 

quality links from Anglia Square to the wider network. Thus, it is contended that the new ‘at grade’ crossing on 

St Crispin’s Road will provide an attractive and convenient alternative route to cross the ring road following 

removal of the underpass at the same location, and this will tie in to the improved raised crossing for cyclists 

and pedestrians at the northern end of the site, across Edward Street, which has been widened to segregate 

cyclists as part of the Amended Scheme change, at the request of NCiC. 
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Following comments received during the statutory consultation and subsequent to discussions with NCiC and 

NCoC further improvements have been made in respect to the cycling infrastructure. Widening of the ‘Yellow 

Pedalway’ north of the application boundary on Edward Street to the Esdelle Street junction works is now 

proposed, which would provide additional width to this section of the route, improving the quality of this 

shared-use facility. This would also tie into the signalised cycle-only crossing scheme across Magpie Road 

that is expected to be constructed by Norfolk County Council towards the end of 2018. The works lie outside 

the application boundary, and therefore would be delivered via the Section 106 Agreement. 

The drawing (drawing number 1072878-D26-001-TP) included with this note details the improvements to the 

Yellow Pedalway on this section of Edward Street as far as the NCiC works at Esdelle Street. 

Following discussions with NCiC and NCoC, a 3m wide shared use pedestrian/cycle route running in a north-

south direction along the eastern side of Pitt Street is also proposed, as an alternative for cyclists who do not 

wish to use St George’s Street through the scheme, or who are heading west at St Crispin’s Road. 

Furthermore, changes to the alignment for cyclists on St George’s Street through the proposed scheme have 

also been made to remove excessive deflection for cyclists, whilst the hard landscape design changes now 

proposed in Anglia Square itself will make the cycle route clearer and keep it away from areas for pedestrians 

to dwell. The shared use pedestrian/cycle route proposed on Pitt Street and the indicative cycle routes 

through the scheme are detailed in drawing 1072878-D27-001-TP included with this note. Overall, the cycle 

routes and crossings that were included in the original application, when combined with the changes and 

additions proposed in the Amended Scheme, will ensure that the Anglia Square development is seamlessly 

integrated into the cycle route network connecting the City Centre with various parts of north Norwich, and will 

significantly enhance the quality of the routes through and connecting to the Site, where this is needed at 

present. This will encourage more trips on bicycle by the existing north Norwich community and the residents 

of Anglia Square.  

The drawing (1072878-TA-N-01-02) attached with this note highlights how the proposed cycle routes and 

crossings would integrate and complement the existing cycle routes in the vicinity of the Site. 

5. One area of concern is how pedestrian-friendly will be the crossings so essential to navigate the St 

Augustine’s gyratory and access the nearest play areas and green spaces and therefore likely to be used by 

children and their parents, including those with pushchairs, especially as no children’s play areas are being 

provided within the development.  

The existing signalised pedestrian crossing on New Botolph Street was reviewed to ensure a suitable crossing 

in this location could accommodate the proposed development. A number of options have been reviewed, 

however, it is concluded that the existing pedestrian crossing arrangement is entirely suitable and appropriate 

to serve the proposed redevelopment of Anglia Square and would provide a safe crossing location for 

pedestrians accessing the north-western part of the Site. Furthermore, as noted above, the Amended Scheme 

now incorporates a wider raised crossing at the western end of Edward Street, in replacement of the crossing 

island at the junction with New Botolph Street. This has been requested by NCiC’s Highways Officer. It is also 

relevant that at the request of NCiC’s Landscape Officer, the Amended Scheme now includes a ‘Play Trail’, 

throughout the scheme, on both the north-south and east-west routes, with activities focused on the two 

squares. This will provide more opportunity for play within the scheme in addition to the informal play areas 

within the residents’ communal gardens, whilst also encouraging social integration with the surrounding 

community. Therefore there will be less need for parents and children to cross the roads at the scheme 

boundary for access to play areas. Details of the play trail can be found in the Landscape Strategy Addendum. 

6. Delivery of many of the transport objectives will rely on the travel plan, stated to have the ‘primary aim of 

reducing reliance on the car by promoting, and thereby encouraging the use of alternative modes of travel 

including walking, cycling and public transport'. However, this is only currently provided as a framework and is 

presented almost as a wish list. If this is properly implemented, then it would be satisfactory, but the devil will 

be in the detail. There needs to be proper consultation on this once the details are available. Similarly, details 

of car club provision are described as to be ‘discussed during the determination process'.  
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Development of the Travel Plan will be significantly guided by consultation with various stakeholders as well 

as travel surveys of residents. Stakeholder consultation will be carried out as this will be important to 

understand roles and responsibilities, among other details.  

The DfT Guidance on Travel Plans, Transport Assessments and Statements states that Travel Plans should: 

‘Be brought forward through collaborative on-going working between the local planning authority/transport 

authority, transport operators, rail network operators, and other relevant bodies. Engaging communities and 

local businesses in Travel Plans can be beneficial in positively supporting higher levels of walking and cycling 

(which in turn can encourage greater social inclusion, community cohesion and healthier communities)’. 

Therefore, a key part of the development of the Travel Plan, will be detailed consultation and discussion 

between the following stakeholder organisations: 

• Norfolk County Council (NCoC); 

• Norwich City Council (NCiC); 

• The Applicant; 

• The residential property management company; 

• The future residents (people buying ‘off the plan’ could be invited to discussions or to submit 
comments by email, whilst those already present on site can continue to participate);  

• The retail and leisure operator and future occupiers of the retail and leisure centre; 

• Public transport operators; and 

• Local community groups. 
 

In summary, for a large, complex scheme, it would have been inappropriate to progress the Travel Plans 

beyond the framework stage at this point. 

In respect of the car club, NCiC has existing arrangements with a car club operator, and have advised that the 

scheme has been discussed. The Amended Scheme now ensures that there is adequate and appropriate 

parking provision for car club vehicles. The operation and funding of the car club are matters to be included in 

the Section 106 Agreement, which is yet to be negotiated in detail. 

7. Referring to the illustrative masterplan layout, the residential and hotel car park entrance is very close to St 

Crispin's roundabout. We fear that this would add to traffic flow problems at what is already a very congested 

junction at busy periods.  

The access on Pitt street is located 120m from St Crispin’s Road/Pitt Street roundabout as shown in Appendix 

T of the Transport Assessment. It is anticipated that generated traffic flows for this access would be 17 arrivals 

and 52 departures in the AM peak hour and 52 arrivals and 25 departures in the PM peak hour. This equates 

to less than 1 additional vehicle per minute on the Pitt Street arm of the roundabout. Furthermore, the access 

is designed as a left-in/left-out junction and would not impact on the operation of Pitt Street. 

8. Finally, there are also concerns about the impact on Magpie Road, Esdelle Street, Edward Street, Pitt Street 

and St Augustine’s Street and Magdalen Street of increased vehicle numbers during construction and 

afterwards and the heavier axle weight of delivery lorries (full or empty) on the road substructures and the 

structural integrity of all the heritage assets, many of which have basements or cellars, which are not fully 

identified or considered within the Built Heritage Statement.  

As stated in the ES Chapter, the anticipated construction traffic in 2019 will result in a 0.8% increase in overall 

traffic and a 2.4% increase in HGVs in 2019. All HGV movements will occur during the normal working hours 

with much being outside the AM and PM peak periods. The proposed Development would be subject to a 

Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and HGV routes would be agreed with NCiC and 

NCoC. This will dictate the hours of operation and the HGV routing on the local highway network, thus 

avoiding inappropriate roads.  

It should also be noted that two previous planning applications for the redevelopment of the Site were 

submitted and received planning consent; one in 2009 and the other in 2013. The first planning application 

was granted approval in October 2009 (NCiC planning reference 08/00974/F) and partially implemented by 
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virtue of the construction of the ‘one way system’ of Edward St/New Botolph St/St Augustine’s St/Magpie Rd. 

Traffic that is likely to be generated by the proposed development during the peak travel periods would be 

significantly less than the previous partially implemented development and would not have a detrimental 

impact on the operation of the local road network in the forecast future year of operation 2028. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT  

9. No analysis is given of the existing Public Transport network passing through the area and having bus stops 

at Stump Cross in Magdalen Street. The current bus services stopping there are already intensively used and 

it is unlikely the existing services could cope with any additional number of residents from Anglia Square at 

morning rush-hour and any additional shoppers who may be encouraged to come from outside the area. 

Many of the current bus services have a very limited evening timetable with services being reduced from 6 pm 

onwards and all finishing between 9 and 10 pm.  

The report suggests there will be some benefit to public transport from providing a bus lay-by at Stump Cross. 

The report does not explain whether this is to replace the existing bus stops and lay-by or is an entirely new 

facility. 

As part of the development proposals, a bus layby for southbound buses is proposed on Magdalen Street. 

This would reduce the propensity for buses blocking the bus lane when passengers alight and also facilitate 

the relocation of the existing Edward Street bus stop to Magdalen Street.  

At present there are between circa 74-90 buses that serve the bus stops adjacent to Anglia Square in the 

AM/PM peak periods respectively. The bus trips anticipated to be generated by the proposed development of 

Anglia Square (shown in Table 19 of the Transport Assessment), equates to an average of approximately 1-2 

extra passengers per bus in the AM peak and 1-2 extra passengers per bus in the PM peak. Therefore, given 

the proposed improvements to bus facilities within Magdalen Street, the number of bus passenger trips 

generated by the proposed development would be accommodated within the existing services.  
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Cllr Martin Schmierer 

TRANSPORT, TRAFFIC AND AIR QUALITY 

10. It is difficult to see how the impact on air quality of several hundred new parking spaces in a city-centre site of 

this size can be deemed ‘negligible’ (in the health impact assessment). The planning statement even 

acknowledges that legal limits for nitrogen dioxide are likely to be breached (4.60). Ventilation to reduce 

indoor exposure to polluted air is not enough; any new development should start from an aim to improve air 

quality - not worsen it and then tell residents not to open their windows. If Anglia Square is to be a place 

where people can safely and enjoyably linger and socialise, the air needs to be fit to breathe outdoors as well 

as indoors.  

After the government lost three times in the High Court over its air quality plans, stricter laws on air pollution 

are clearly coming sooner or later. The council will make life more difficult for itself if it approves applications 

like this which have a negative effect on air quality in already polluted areas. 

The scale of the development will also have a major impact on traffic congestion, in an area of the city that is 

already extremely congested. The cumulative impact of all the proposed developments in this area needs to 

be given more careful consideration – planners need to ask themselves whether, given the constraints of 

infrastructure, air quality concerns and climate change, we can really afford to create new parking spaces for 

new homes in the city centre. Given that 25% of Norwich households do not own a car, and that this figure is 

likely to be higher in central areas, the proposed 75% residential parking provision is not low enough to 

reduce car ownership or make a positive difference to travel patterns. 

I welcome the proposed high levels of provision of cycle parking. It will be important to separate cycle and 

pedestrian routes through the site as far as possible to minimise conflict and make the routes safe and 

practical for both. 

The existing car parking spaces within Anglia Square comprise of a total of 1192 spaces. The proposals 

include the rationalisation of the existing car parking at Anglia Square which will significantly reduce the 

potential number of (mainly short stay) public car parking spaces, from 1192 (including the currently disused 

multi-storey car park) to 600 spaces (which will be provided within a new multi storey car park (MSCP)). 

The full planning application also included a maximum of 950 car parking spaces for use classes 

C1/C3/B1/D1, which is reduced to a maximum of 940 spaces in the Amended Scheme. 

As set out above in detail, the proposals for the development currently include for a total overall parking 

provision of 1:1 for the social rented houses, 0.75 spaces per each market and shared ownership flat and 1: 1 

for the social rented wheelchair adaptable flats. This correlates well with the existing parking provision 

permitted for other residential developments across the city, with a commitment to monitor residential car 

parking take up in Phase 1, to determine whether a lesser ratio should be used in subsequent phases. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that residential parking spaces will result in a much lower number of trips 

compared to commercial/retail parking spaces. Thus if local demand levels demonstrate that a lower ratio is 

more appropriate, this will be included in the subsequent phases for the scheme. 

Furthermore, as detailed above, the Amended Scheme now proposes the full ratio of residential electric 

vehicle charging points requested by NCiC for the current time, with provision to double this in the future, 

which will assist in reducing the scheme impact on air quality. In addition, it also adds the provision for 5 car 

club vehicles to be parked and based within a dedicated layby on Edward Street (NCiC require 2 further car 

club vehicles, which will be located off site), an improved pedestrian / cyclist crossing on Edward Street, and 

the Pitt Street – Esdelle Street shared cycle/ pedestrian segregated route enhancement, all of which will help 

encourage the existing local community to use other modes than their private cars for trips. This offers the 

potential to reduce the private car trip impact on air quality of the existing community compared to the current 

situation. 
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The junction modelling assessment contained within section 6 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that 

the occupation of the full Development only has a minor impact on the operation of the surrounding highway 

network. 

Traffic growth has been applied to the November 2016 surveyed traffic flows for each road in accordance with 

the growth indicated for these roads from the Norwich Northern Distributor Road traffic model (NDR model), 

which is a SATURN strategic model and covers Norwich. The NDR model takes account of committed 

development and planned road schemes, including the Norwich Northern Distributor Road (NDR) which will 

reduce congestion and traffic on the local roads and strategic routes to the north of the city. 

It should also be noted that two previous planning applications for the redevelopment of the Site were 

submitted and received planning consent, one in 2009 and the other in 2013. The first planning application, 

granted approval in October 2009 (NCiC planning reference 08/00974/F) and is a partially implemented 

consent by virtue of the construction of the ‘one way system’ of Edward St/New Botolph St/St Augustine’s 

St/Magpie Rd. Traffic that is likely to be generated by the proposed development during the peak travel 

periods would be significantly less than the previous partially implemented development and would not have a 

detrimental impact on the operation of the local road network in the forecast future year of operation in 2028.  
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Cathedral Magdalen & St Augustine’s Neighbourhood Forum Steering Group 

11. We note that WSP who have produced the Transport Assessment are also the County Council’s appointed 

consultants. We hope that this does not lead to a conflict of interest in relation to the scheme. 

We are concerned that the assessment refers to dated movement assumptions which do not take into account 

post‐hoc analysis of the impact of the NDR, and which do not reflect substantial changes to landuse, which 

are now taking place in the city centre, and which are leading to an intensification of activity. We would like to 

see a traffic impact analysis which takes account of the cumulative impacts of present and predicted land‐use 

intensification within the city centre – so that schemes are not permissioned now, which will lead to 

unsustainable cumulative levels of movement on an un planned‐for basis in future. Ideally this would be based 

on mobile phone derived data to improve accuracy. 

In addition it suggests that Magpie Road will suffer 30% more traffic on Saturday peak times (presumably at 

rush hour also). This impact is being written off as negligible. We are concerned that this level of impact is not 

in fact negligible, but would in fact cause considerable delay, additional pollution and congestion.  

At present WSP are the appointed term consultants for Norfolk County Council, however, a separate WSP 

team have been involved with the Anglia Square project and the production of the Transport Assessment. 

Prior to the involvement of WSP on this project, discussions with Norfolk County Council were undertaken to 

ensure there would be no conflict of interest. 

Traffic growth has been applied to the November 2016 surveyed traffic flows for each road in accordance with 

the growth indicated for these roads from the Norwich Northern Distributor Road traffic model (NDR model), 

which is a SATURN strategic model and covers Norwich. The NDR model takes account of committed 

development and planned road schemes, including the Norwich Northern Distributor Road (NDR) which will 

reduce congestion and traffic on the roads and strategic routes to the north of the city. Assumptions within the 

SATURN strategic model includes 198 residential dwellings at Anglia Square in future forecast scenarios, 

which have not been deducted from the TA’s modelling, thus actually double-counting these potential 

dwellings, making the TA modelling very robust. 

The change in traffic flows on Magpie Road are indeed anticipated to exceed 30% on the Saturday peak 

period, but as stated in the ES Chapter 6 – Traffic and Transport, this would result in a “minor” effect, which 

has been found acceptable by NCiC and NCoC Highways Officers. However, very importantly, it should be 

noted that the magnitude of change in traffic on Magpie Road is partly due to the existing multi-storey car park 

(MSCP) not currently being used. Thus, were the existing vacant buildings at Anglia Square to be reused, 

including the MSCP, then traffic flows on Magpie Road would already be higher, and therefore the magnitude 

of increase as a result of the proposed scheme would be reduced.   

As noted above two previous planning applications for the redevelopment of the Site were submitted and 

received planning consent, one in 2009 and the other in 2013. Traffic that is likely to be generated by the 

proposed development during the peak travel periods would be significantly less than the previous partially 

implemented permission would generate, and would not have a detrimental impact on the operation of the 

local road network in the forecast future year of operation in 2028. 

Furthermore, it has been detailed above how measures now proposed in the Amended Scheme should assist 

in reducing use of the private car for trips arising in the local area around Anglia Square, whilst the full likely 

current and future demand for EV charging by residents of the scheme will be met, thus reducing impact on air 

quality.   
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Norwich Cycling Campaign 

12. Anglia Square proposals (…) “do not promote sustainability or enhance the opportunities for permeability and 

connectivity within the area and to the wider city centre for cyclists as required by Policy 11 of the Joint Core 

Strategy and section 3.9 of the Anglia Square PGN (2018). Policy 6 of the JCS says that developments in the 

city centre should, “encourage walking and cycling as the primary means of travel with public transport for 

wider access”. There is no Travel Plan or Viability Statement provided so these cannot be taken into account 

at this stage. 

(…) 

There is likely to be a much greater increase in vehicle movements in the area than predicted by the 

developers, unless alternatives are made very attractive. Buses in Norwich are relatively expensive and often 

not a good option for growing employment areas such as Broadland Business Park. The multi-storey car-park, 

residents’’ parking, more shops, the cinema and the hotel will all lead to more vehicle journeys. With this level 

of over-development, the aim in DM28 and NATS Policy 8 that new development should not lead to an overall 

increase in private car use, will not be met, acknowledged in the developers’ Air Quality Assessment and 

Transport Assessment. 

(…) 

The proposals do not meet DM28 which require that developments should “link with, improve and enhance 

the strategic and local cycle network as defined in Norwich Area Transport Strategy …” The layout within the 

development means that routes will be narrow and congested around and through the site, bringing 

pedestrians, cyclists and service vehicles into conflict. As proposed, these key links through the site are likely 

to be unattractive and the area will continue to be a deterrent to cycling through it. Unlike routes in other 

medieval and later streets in central Norwich, there is the opportunity here to provide wider, delineated, 

unshared routes through this modern development, with green spaces large enough to provide meaningful 

mitigation to the reduction in amenity threatened by the scale and design of these proposals. 

The review of the relevant and current policy documents relating to the Site and proposed redevelopment is 

included in Section 2 of the Transport Assessment. The justification for the traffic modelling in the TA is set out 

above, not least the points that the public parking provision will be reduced substantially, and that were Anglia 

Square to be reused as it stands, the current traffic flows would be notably greater, so the magnitude of 

increase from this proposal would be reduced. Furthermore, the point is made that the consented permission 

would have had a greater increase in traffic than that now proposed.  

The site is located within Norwich City Centre northern area and is therefore highly sustainable in terms of 

access to local amenities and bus public transport. The Site is surrounded by a cycle route network 

incorporating Edward Street and Magdalen Street, and rail services are located within a 20 minute walk from 

the Site. The development will promote sustainable transport through the implementation of comprehensive 

Travel Plans (TPs), to be prepared in accordance with overarching Framework Travel Plans which have been 

submitted with the TA. As explained in the Frameworks, the next stage detailed TPs will inform, encourage 

and monitor staff, residents and visitors at the development in respect of the use of the easily accessible local 

public transport services and other modes of travel other than the private car. As explained above, it would be 

premature to prepare the detailed Retail/Leisure or Residential travel plans at this stage, since further 

consultation will be needed, the TPs will evolve following monitoring of earlier stages, and the scheme itself 

will require a number of further Reserved Matters applications once details are devised. 

The development proposals, particularly now in the Amended Scheme, provide improved cycle and 

pedestrianised ‘north – south’ and ‘east – west’ routes through Anglia Square to connect St George’s Street 

and Edward Street on a more direct alignment through the development to tie into existing routes, and 

improve the link from St Augustine’s Street to Magdalen Street for both cyclists and pedestrians. The 

proposed routes will also be appropriately surfaced and delineated through the Site, and as part of the 

Amended Scheme changes, to take account of the above comments, the alignment of the routes has been 

smoothed, with less severe deflections, whilst the route through Anglia Square itself is marked out in different 
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hard surface treatment so as to provide a route away from the pedestrian activities in the square. However, it 

is the applicant’s view, as discussed with NCiC, that the cycle routes should not be fully segregated, since the 

approach taken will, in contrast, encourage both cyclists and pedestrians to be aware of each other. The claim 

that these routes will be narrow and not attractive to use by cyclists is countered by the details on widths and 

landscaping proposals set out in the Landscape Strategy and its Addendum relating to the Amended Scheme. 

Following the comments received during the statutory consultation and subsequent to discussions with NCiC 

and Norfolk County Council (NCoC) further improvements have been made in respect to the cycling 

infrastructure. Widening of the ‘Yellow Pedalway’ north of the application boundary on Edward Street to the 

Esdelle Street junction works is now proposed, which would provide additional width to this section of the 

route, improving the quality of this shared-use facility. This would also tie into the signalised cycle-only 

crossing scheme across Magpie Road that is expected to be constructed by Norfolk County Council towards 

the end of 2018, and at its southern end, it would link to a wider raised crossing on Edward Street. 

The drawing (drawing number 1072878-D26-001-TP) included with this note details the improvements to the 

Yellow Pedalway on this section of Edward Street as far as the NCiC works at Esdelle Street. 

Following discussions with NCiC and NCoC, a 3m wide shared use pedestrian/cycle route running in a north-

south direction along the eastern side of Pitt Street is also proposed, in a landscaped setting of green walls, 

low planting and existing / new trees. This offers an attractive choice for cyclists who do not wish to use St 

George’s Street through the scheme. The shared use pedestrian/cycle route proposed on Pitt Street and the 

indicative cycle routes through scheme are detailed in drawing 1072878-D27-001-TP included with this note. 

Overall, the cycle routes and crossings that were included in the original application, when combined with the 

changes and additions proposed in the Amended Scheme, will ensure that the Anglia Square development is 

seamlessly integrated into the cycle route network connecting the City Centre with various parts of north 

Norwich, and will significantly enhance the quality of the routes through and connecting to the Site, where this 

is needed at present. This will encourage more trips on bicycle by the existing north Norwich community and 

the residents of Anglia Square.  

The drawing (1072878-TA-N-01-02) attached with this note highlights how the proposed cycle routes and 

crossings would integrate and complement the wider existing cycle routes in the vicinity of the Site. 

The Applicant is committed to supporting the vision of both the City and County Councils’ through the delivery 

of its Travel Plan. The Framework Residential Travel Plan and the Framework Retail and Leisure Travel Plans 

are included in Appendix X of the Transport Assessment. These Plans identify trip characteristics and a suite 

of measures to encourage model shift away from the use of the private car use and promote the use of 

sustainable transport modes. 

The Site is in close proximity to public transport services that serve the various destinations across Norwich 

and further afield. In addition, cycle parking will be provided at key points within the development as detailed 

in Section 4 of the Transport Assessment. 

SERVICING VEHICLES SHARING WITH PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS 

13. These proposals are unacceptable because the only pedestrian routes and a major Pedalway will be shared 

with service vehicles. They do not provide safe areas to walk and cycle. A better design would make separate 

servicing routes, rather than use a route that is already full of obstacles to “slow down” cyclists, but in reality 

will just confuse and endanger users.  

There is a conflict between documents for servicing the retail and some residential units. Although, the new 

Botolph Street and St Georges Street are shown as pedestrian and cycling routes, in the Design and Access 

Statement in section 7.4 there is an illustration on a Public Realm Secure Line Strategy, with “a proposed 

secure line to restrict unwanted vehicles” which shows large stone blocks inserted in the entrances of all the 

shared pedestrian cycle ways. These are “well designed barriers to vehicle attack”, but will provide collision 

points for cyclists and pedestrians.  
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Reading the Transport Assessment, it becomes clear the ‘pedestrian/cycling routes’ could as easily be called 

‘service routes’ with between 100 and 113 deliveries a day mostly outside the peak times; so throughout the 

day along all the pedestrian and cycling routes there will be no restrictions on access for service vehicles. 

There are no areas marked out for the turning of these service vehicles. On page 34 of the TA, the entrances 

to the routes are controlled not by A Public Realm Secure Strategy, but by “retractable bollards”, which are not 

safe in on a path shared by cyclists and pedestrians. 

The Amended Scheme, at the request of NCiC and NCoC, has increased off-street service layby provision on 

Edward Street, and the combination of the two existing service yards at Anglia Square which are being 

retained, together with use of internal service corridors, and the service laybys on Edward Street and Pitt 

Street, which allow for hand pushed deliveries along the pedestrian routes, will mean that there is limited need 

for HGVs to enter the western part of the scheme. Where vehicular access into the proposed Site is needed or 

preferable, it will be strictly controlled. The perimeter access into the Site will be protected by a combination of 

fixed elements and retractable bollards or similar, which could potentially be fob controlled for the purposes of 

allowing the front door servicing/emergency vehicle access. The Shopping Centre Management Team will 

manage the restricted access perimeter and will control when and where access can be made, the details of 

which will be included within the ‘Servicing and Waste/Recycling Management Plan’. The actual design of 

these barriers, which are a necessary part of ensuring the safety of users of pedestrian spaces, can be the 

subject of approval by planning condition, and it is noted that where such barriers have had to be installed 

recently in other locations such as London’s bridges, their design and height have allowed access to high 

usage cycle lanes / pavements, with consideration of avoiding danger to those users, e.g. by lozenge shaped 

barriers. 

The retail units and hotel within Blocks E and F which front the proposed St Georges St / St Crispin’s Road 

could be served by an internal service corridor accessed from the Pitt Street service layby, which could also 

serve units in Block D. Some units in G/H and the cinema could also be served from an internal service 

corridor accessed from Botolph Street, which could be reached by pushing deliveries from the new service 

layby on Edward Street, as an alternative to ‘front door servicing’, so that option can be reserved for particular 

needs. In those instances, deliveries would be undertaken outside core hours at designated locations to the 

front of the units. Limiting access for ‘front door servicing’ outside core hours would ensure that the north 

south and east west routes within Anglia Square are prioritised as pedestrian and cycle environments.  

In relation to the “100 and 113 deliveries a day”, this refers to the general deliveries to the residential units 

which would include online shopping, post, grocery deliveries and take-away deliveries etc. These types of 

deliveries would generally be restricted from entering into the Site along the north/south and east/west 

corridors and would be undertaken from the service laybys on Pitt Street or that are now proposed on Edward 

Street as part of the proposed Amended Scheme.  

Some of these deliveries could also be potentially made to the service yards and these could be detailed 

within the ‘Servicing and Waste/Recycling Management Plan’, which could also include details on the access 

into the Site for removal vans, so as to get closer to the entrances to certain residential units, subject to 

possible agreement with the Shopping Centre Management Team on an individual basis. Overall, it is 

contended that there will be limited presence of delivery / collection HGVs within the scheme, and this can be 

controlled to avoid conflict with busy times for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

14. The plans submitted for Block A do not show cycle parking with ground level clear access to cycle parking as 

required in A3.22 of the Local Plan. The access is not clear, possibly involving lifts and next to the bins. 

A plan showing the potential locations of the cycle parking in the Amended Scheme for Block A is included in 

the Application Drawings Revision A Ground Floor General Arrangement. As presented, all cycle stores will be 

located on the ground floor levels, accessed from residential lobbies or directly to the exterior. None of these 

cycle stores are shared with refuse bins. 
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15. Again there are confusions between the Design and Access Statement and the Transport Assessment. The 

former talks about 3 visitor cycle parking points at the entrances to the development, but these are maybe for 

the residential blocks only. It also mentions cycle “hoops”, whatever they are. The pictures in the Transport 

Assessment document show a ‘P’ shaped design which will prove inadequate and inflexible for different styles 

of cycles. After years of trial and error, Norwich City Council has improved the design of cycle stands it 

provides and the M shaped stands (Broxap CaMden) provided in Magdalen Street are an excellent design 

and should be provided here. 

A schedule detailing the calculations of the cycle parking spaces provision is included in Appendix H of the 

Transport Assessment. The precise location and design of visitor cycle parking points will be controlled by 

condition, but it is confirmed that the applicant is content to satisfy the requirements / preferences of NCiC. 

The Amended Scheme Landscape Masterplan Addendum indicates the suggested locations for visitor cycle 

parking throughout the scheme. The residential visitor cycle parking spaces will be located near the entrances 

to the flatted developments. The parking spaces for the customers of the commercial development will be 

provided external to the buildings within Anglia Square. 

The cycle parking stands will be provided in line with the current design standards. 

 

16. Again if the developers are serious about reducing car use they would be able to come up with some more 

spaces for the car club cars except for the spaces along Edward Street opposite the entrance to the NNAB 

and causing difficulties along a busy bus route. The Local Plan policy DM31 specifies places should be 

provided within the development, another example of a failure to provide a reasonable encouragement to 

alternatives to private car use despite the number of dwellings proposed. 

The car club spaces would need to be provided on-street as the remote access equipment does not work 

within a multi storey car park, and the vehicles also need to be easily found by car club members not residing 

within the scheme. Following the discussions with the car club operator the location of car club vehicles was 

based on their recommendations. However, in response to comments received during the statutory 

consultation and subsequent to discussions with NCiC and Norfolk County Council (NCoC), improvements to 

the proposed layout of Edward Street have been made to accommodate 5 layby parking spaces for the car 

club vehicles outside the 6m carriageway width on Edward Street, which would prevent conflicts with bus the 

movements. The officers did not wish to remove service layby space on Edward Street to accommodate the 

further 2 car club vehicles being required, and have confirmed that the two additional spaces will be located 

by NCiC in the vicinity of the site. This confirms that the applicant is indeed serious about provision of the car 

club, and therefore there will be the appropriate encouragement to alternatives to private car use.  
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Anglia Square - Public Health Comments 

17. We would also support an assessment of the impacts on the wider air quality adjacent the site, in particular St 

Augustine’s Street which is predicted to have 3,000 additional daily traffic movements and already has two 

sites regularly exceeding current DEFRA levels of NO2 and Magpie Rd which has a number of residential 

properties along it. 

As presented in table 6.3 of ‘ES Chapter 6 – Traffic and Transport’, St Augustine’s Street is anticipated to 

have traffic flows of 15,165 vehicles per day in the year 2028 without the proposed development. With the full 

development, traffic flows are expected to increase to 16,688 vehicles per day, which gives 1,523 additional 

daily movements. Also in the same table the anticipated peak hour movements are presented. It is anticipated 

that the development will result in additional 74 movements in the AM Peak hour and 132 movements in the 

PM peak hour, which equates to an average of 1.2 and 2.2 additional vehicle per minute in the AM and PM 

peak hours respectively. 

However, it should also be noted that the magnitude of change in traffic on St Augustine’s Street is also partly 

due to the existing MSCP, leisure accommodation and office space at Anglia Square being currently not in 

use, and therefore if these were brought back into lawful use, the magnitude of change would be lower. 

Furthermore, the mitigation measures of enhancing the local cycling network, providing car club spaces in a 

dedicated layby on site, and the increase in residents’ electric vehicle charging points within the scheme will 

all, in combination, over time, encourage alternatives to private car use, thus assisting air quality in the 

locality. 
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